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STYLING RULES all other lines in the style sheet are styling rules. styling rules consist of a selector and a number of property
values eg: p.callToAction {color:red; .... If any of the CSS terminology such as selectors and rules is unfamiliar to you, check
out the Anatomy of a CSS Style 101 article for a quick .... I'm thus obliged to wade through the descriptions of several CSS
selectors and properties in a search for the ones that will allow me to achieve my rather simple .... CSS Selectors 101. I'm
preparing some handouts for an 8 hour continuing ed class in Cascading Style Sheets I'll be teaching at UNM.. Speaking CSS is
like speaking English, or any other spoken ... CSS 101. CSS Syntax; CSS Selectors; CSS Specificity; CSS Properties .... CSS
Selectors. 1. Difference between A > B and space (A B). There has been always a question between > and space when selecting
a dom element in css.. W3C Selector Tests : http://www.w3.org/Style/CSS/Test/CSS3/Selectors/current/html/tests/. */.
(function(win) {. @@ -46,19 +46,19 @@ References: if (doc.. The simple selector matches if all of its components match.
Note: the terminology used here in CSS 2.2 is different from what is used in CSS3. For example, a " .... Tech 101: The Ultimate
Guide to CSS ... paragraph) is called the “selector”—it's the part of CSS code specifying which HTML element the CSS styling
will effect.. The specificity of selectors determines their priority in the style sheet. ... line with the selector specificity 101 - this
does not mean the number one hundred one , it .... Apart from Floats, the CSS Specificity is one of the most difficult concepts
to grasp in Cascading ... If two CSS selectors apply to the same element, the one with higher specificity wins. ... 0001 = 1
Web Design 101: What are DOM elements and CSS selectors? It is helpful to understand what CSS selectors are before you
start using this .... CSS Selectors 101. When creating a website there are two essential coding languages being used - HTML and
CSS. Cascading Style Sheets, or CSS, give your HTML layout, design, and display variations for various devices.
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